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It came as something of a surprise to hear in I99P of the retirement of 
Marvin Marcus from the University of California at Santa Barbara. For his 
students, colleagues, admirers, and even adversaries, it was di!%ult to 
imagine Marvin at half speed. Investigation revealed that arvin was to 
continue teaching two classes at UCSB, as well as contin 
activities, tennis playing, book writing, and other pursuits. So, to paraphrase 
Mark Twain, while the reports of Marvin’s retirement are highly exaggerated, 
it nonetheless is an appropriate time to honor our valued colleague who has 
contributed so much to the linear algebra community. 
Marvin Marcus was born 31 July 192’7 in Albuquerque, New 
attended public schools in CahfoLia, and served honorably in the United 
States Navy from I944 to 1946. His mathematical career began at Berkeley, 
where he obtained a B.A. with highest honors in mathematics in 1950. 
Con;inuing at Berkeley, he obtained a Ph.D. in 1953 under the direction of 
Stephen Diliberto, with a specialization in the area of differential equations. 
As his publication list indicates, his interests turned quickly to linear algebra 
and matrix theory. 
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arbara, where ajsr part of his career has been. is achievements there 
as researcher, teacher, anthor, and administrator have each been outstan~ng. 
Taken together, one wonders how a single person could have a~comp~s~ed 
so much. 
Pive duties fb I vita listed 44 grants 
administered arcus from 1966 to I9 
excess of $3 million. These came from such diverse sources as 
for purposes ranging from pure research to programs for secon 
teachers. 
arvin’s authorship of scholarly texts has 
s illustrates this point admirably. Some of 
into Spanish and ussian. Three have been reprinte 
rite, A Survey of Matrix Theory and 
nc). The level of these 
volume Finite Dimensional ltilinear Algebra, and all are characterized by 
clarity and elegance. Taken ne, these texts would rep nt an admirable 
lifetime career achieveme e standards exhibited i rvin’s textbooks 
are also seen in his research and survey papers. In I965 n was awarded 
the MAA Editorial Prize for article “Linear transformations on matrices,” 
and in 1966 the L. R. Ford morial Prize for the article “Permanents.” 
Marvin has been an outstanding and energetic teacher, from the freshman 
to the Ph.D. level. IIe was unwilling to teach less than a full load of classes, 
even as department head or -vice chancellor. He wrote the texts to be used in 
his undergraduate course, in which he was demanding, but highly respected 
by his students. s reputation among the graduate students made 
sought after as a sis advisor. Marvin’s students were not known to dri 
loaf. In spite of his incredible output of papers, books, grants, and so on, 
Marvin always had time to collar a student into his office, spend an ho 
two giving direction and advice, and send the student off with more 
(and work) than he or she knew what to do with, along with the admonition 
“Get cracking!” For those o ts not desirous of such 
avoiding his office was no n would come to you 
made every effort to supply his graduate students with summer employment, 
such as working as a research assistant constructing a line 
dates to the early 1960§, when he served on university computing irnd 
sta~s~~s ~or~~rn~~ees. (It is worth ~o~~~ in passing that arvin did not avoid 
sep+p Fbz ~_dversit) I *...... 7 committees; the list of his committee service is substan- 
arvin amended the icroco~~puter ~aborato~ at UCSB in 4979 and 
s Director until re ment. In the Department of Computer Science 
he has been active in curriculum development and the direction of graduate 
students. In 1989 he was given the Outstanding Computer Scientist Award at 
UCSB, which reflects the influence that Marvin has had upon computing 
there. 
For those in the linear algebra community the research career of Marvin 
barons has left an indelible imprint on the field for which he will be long 
remembered. The accompanying publication list shows Marcus as c pioneer 
in several areas which enjoy intense current activity. The very first paper on 
the list concerns the numerical range, a topic to which Marvin has returned 
many times, anif in which he has been an influential innovator. The perma- 
nent function is another area m which -Marvin has had considerable impact. 
His work with Morris Newman stimulated two decades of activity on the van 
der Waerden conjecture concerning permanents of doubly stochastic matri- 
ces, which was finally resolved in 1980. His 1963 paper which established the 
permanental analog of the Hadamard determinant theorem asked a question 
which remains perhaps the most interesting open problem in pure linear 
algebra: the so-called permanental cbminance conjecture, which has been 
worked on by Malen ‘s students as well as Elliot Lieb, cordon James, Tom 
Pate, and many others. Marvin’s prize-winning 1965 paper entitled “Perma- 
nents,” in the A~~c~~ ~at~e~t~~aZ ~~~t~~~, helped to popularize the 
permanent function within the mathematical community. Another prize-win- 
linear transformations on matrices which preserve 
rvin here not only made many original ~o~lt~butions, 
ted wth unifying many previous results and defining the 
t be referred to as linear prese 
rvin’s work has been a major force. 
of multilinear algebra to obtain 
Geometry and inequalities are predom~uant themes in Marvin’s work, and 
matrix inequalities represents yet another area in which his contributions 
have been profound. A qui look at the list of publications shows work on 
do~uhly stochastic matrices, damard products, combinatorial matrix theory, 
and a* host of other topics. In addition to this extremely in~uent~~ body of 
work, arvin has served on numerous e orial boards an as continually 
done more than his share of editing and t-eing. Particul notable along 
ese hnes w;ts the fo~~~~~ (with R. C. Thompson~ of the journal ~~~ea~ 
~~~t~~i~~e~~~ AQ$m2, w 
Considering arvin’s prodigious output, one might suspect a 
overworked monomaniac to be behind it all. Such is not the case. 
a lovely family with wife Becky and children 
a fond and devoted parent. We has a passion for tennis 
to miss his daily court time while was a graduate 
excellent sense of humor, and is qui k with a joke or 
arvin when entertaining at his home, a somewhat 
emerges than that of Marvin at work. On campu arvin is an energetic 
blur, with seemingly no time to spare. At home, atin is a gracious and 
charming host, a sparkling conversationalist, and comes across as relaxed and 
at ease. My suspicion is that work resumes as soon as the last linger-in 
is bid good night. For anyone in the linear algebra community, 
Marcus is an important and influential figure. For those of us fortunate 
enough to have worked with arvin, he will always remain an inspiration not 
only for his work, but for the way in which he has done it. We wish him a 
long and productive retirement. 
GRADUATE STUDENTS OF MARVIN MARCUS 
The following mathematicians have completed their Ph. . work under 
the direction of Marvin Marcus. 
Professor Roy Westwick 
University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada 
Thesis: Linear transformations of Grassmann algebras 
1960 
Professor Nisar A. Khan 
Muslim University 
Aligarh, India 
Thesis: Matrix commutators 
1961 
Associate Professor Peter 
Universi’iy cf Toronto 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Thesis: Linear transformations on algebras 
1965 
Professor Stanley G. Williamson 
Dr. George Soules 
agate for Defense Analyses 
Princeton, New Jersey 
Thesis: Combinatorial &n&ions 
1966 
Dr. Paul J. NikoIai, ~a~ernati~i~ 
W~g~t-~a#e~~~ Air Force Base 
Thesis: Mean value properties of generalized matrix fimctions 
fThis thesis WZG stmer&ed jointly with Professor N. J. Ryser (deceasedI, California 
Institxxte of Techndiogyf 
1966 
Professor Stephen J‘ Pierce 
San Diego State University 
San Diego, ~~~~ia 
Thesis: Generalized isometrics 
1968 
Professor Wi~i~ Watkins 
~~~f~~a State Universes, ~o~dge 
~o~~dge, ~~o~~a 
Thesis: Inequalities for derivation operators on a tensor space 
I969 
Professor Kussell Merris 
California State U~versi~ at ~a!~ard 
baled, California 
Thesis: A generalization of the associated transformation 
1969 
Associate 2rofessor ohammad Shafat Azi 
~Mb-nia State Uni rsity at Long Beach 
Long Beach, ~~~fo~~a 
Thesis: Additive commutators, Jordan products and b&near functions 
1970 
Dr. Elizabeth Wilson, ~~t~em~~cia~ 
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Professor James Holmes 
Bethel College 
St. Paul, innesot~ 
Thesis: Application of derivations to invariance problems 
1971 
Dr. Herbert Robinson 
Independent Computer Consultant 
Oceanside, ~~ifo~ia 
Thesis: Quadratic & bilinear forms on symmetry classes of tensors 
197s 
Associate Professor Patricia Andresen 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
Thesis: The finite dimensional numerical range 
1976 
Professor Robert Grone 
San Diego State University 
San Diego, C~ifomia 
Thesis: Isometrics of matrix algebras 
1976 
Dr. Ivan Filippenko, Research Mathematician 
The Aerospace Corporation 
Los Angeles, California 
Thesis: Higher and decomposable numerical ranges 
1977 
Professor John Choliet 
Towson State University 
Towson, M~land 
Thesis: Equalities of decomposable symmetrized tensors 
1975J 
Dr. Kenneth Moore 
Radar Systems Group 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
El Segundo, California 
Thesis: Determinaut~ inequalities 
1980 
Dr. Kent Kidman 
IIughes Aircraft tympany 
El Segundo, California 
Tbesis: Sto~bas~~ matrices and ~~it~~y invest ~~~~S 
1983 
LecturE?s on nnsor an ~rassmc~n Products, Lecture notes, Univ. of’ British 
Columbia, 1959. 
Basic ~~~~~~~ in ttix freon, Appl. Math. Ser. 57, National Bureau of 
St~d~ds, 1959. 
t~~du~io~ to Linear Algebra inc), Macmillan, New York, 1965. 
University Algebra (ti , Macmillan, New York, 1966. 
Nezo ColEege Algebra (with FI. Mix&, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1968. 
~~e~~~#~ Liozetzr Algebra (with H. Mine), Macmil~~, New York, 1968. 
~Ze~nt~~ Fumier and ~~urdi~~te Guam hith H. Mint), ~ou~~ton 
if&n, Boston, 1969. 
A Survey of Finite Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1969. 
Algebra and I’rigommetry (ti& M. inc), Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1970. 
~oZZege A~gebm (tith I-L Mine), ~oughton Mif~in, Boston, 1970. 
,A Sadly of ?-M-ix ~he~~~ and ~~t~~ ~~equ~~ities (with EL Mincj, Ahp & 
Bacon, 1964; paperback ed., Complementary Ser. in Math. 14, Brindle, Weber & 
Schmidt, 1970. 
CoIIege TtigV--. -- +y (with I-I. Nix&, Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1971. 
integrated Analytic bolts and Algebra with circler Fu~~i~~ (with EL 
Mint), General Learning Corp., 1973. 
Finite Dimensional Multlinear ‘algebra, Part I, Marcel Dekker, New York, 1973. 
Algebra, Algebra Inst. Monograph Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 1974. 
Editor, proceedings of the 1974 ~~ti~~u~ Science F~n~ti~~ Cocference on 
~he~retic~~ ~~t~~ ~heu~, Algebra Inst., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 
1974. 
Lineur Algebra, Algebra Inst. Monograph Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Bar- 
bara, 1974. 
Fixate ~~~i~~~~ Zt~Zi~e~r Algebra, Part 11, Marce! Dekker, New York, 
1975. 
Structural &lance in Croup Networks (with 6. Mu.bell and E. C. Johnsen), 
Algebra Inst. Monograph Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 1975. 
bites on ~~~nt~~ Linear Algebra, Algebra Inst. Monograph Ser., Univ. of 
C~ifomia~ Santa Bobby, 1976. 
Elementary Linear Algebra, Algebra Inst. onograph Ser., Univ. of California, 
&+n Algebra, Algebra Inst. Monograph Ser., Unix of Cahfor- 
Algebra Inst. Mono~ph Ser., Univ. of C~ifomia, 
IV&es orz ~~e~nt~~ Linear Algebra, calculator ed., Algebra Inst. Monograph 
oiiograph Ser., Univ. of 
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kfoakrn Uniajersity Algebra: A Computational Approach Using BASIC, 
Inst. Monograph Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 1980. 
CG!&Z Algebra: A Computational Approach Using BASZC, Algebra Inst. ono- 
graph Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 1980. 
Elementary Linear Algebra: A Computational Approach Using 
Inst. Monograph .Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 1980. 
Elementa y Functions and Trigonomet y: A Computational Using 
BASZC, Algebra Inst. Monograph Ser., Univ. of California, San , 1980. 
Decisional Analysis: A Computational Approach Using BASK, Algebra Inst. 
Monograph Ser., Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 1981. 
Computing without Mathematics: Basic, Pascal Applications (with J. 
Microcomputer Educational Materials, Santa Barbara, Cahf., 1982. 
Discrete Mathematics: A Computational Approach Using Basic, Computer Sci- 
ence Press, Rockvilie, Md., 1986. 
MacAlgebra, Basic Algebra on the MacZntosh, Computer Science Press, Rockvihe, 
Md., 1986. 
An Zntroduction to Pascal and Precalculus, Computer Science Press, Rockville, 
Md., 1986. 
Computing without Mathematics: Basic, Pascal Applications (with J. Marcus), 
Computer Science Press, Rockvihe, Md., 1986. 
A Brief Survey oJ’ Numerical Computation Microcomputer Materials, San.ta 
Barbara, Calif ., 1986. 
Introduction to Linear Algebra (with H. Mint), Dover, New York, 1988. 
Foundations of Numerical Linear Algebra I, Monographs Sci. Comput., Center 
for Computational Sciences and Engineering, Univ. of California, Santa Barbara, 
1988. 
Scientific Computing with TZZZNK’s Lightspeed Pascal, Microcomputer Materi- 
als, 1990. 
Computing without Math, 2nd ed., Microcomputer Materials, 1990. 
Zntroduction to MatLabTM, A Primer, Microcomputer Materials, 1990. 
Topics in Linear Algebra Using MatLabTM, Microcomputer Materials, 1999. 
Matrices and Matlab TM* A Tutorial, Microcomputer Materials, 1991. .
Matrices and MatlabTM: A Tutorial, Prentice-Hall, 1993. 
A Survey of Matrix Theory & Matrix Inequalities, Dover, 1992. 
A Survey of Finite Mathematics, Dover, 1993. 
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ROBERT CRONE 
oundedness of a continuous function, Anr.er. 
(1955). 
th. Monthly 62 
An invariant surface theorem for a non-degenerate system. Contribu- 
tions to non-linear oscillations, Ann. of Math. Stud. 36243-256 (1956). 
A note on the existence of periodic solutions of differential equations 
(with S. I? Dihberto), Ann. $Nath. Stud. 36:237-241 (1956). 
Repeating solutions for a degenerate system, Ann. of Math. Stzd. 
36:261-268 (1956). 
On the optimum gradient method for systems of linear equations, Proc. 
Amer. Math. Sot. 1:77-81. (1956). 
Extremal properties of Hermitian matrices (with J. McGregor), Canad. 
J. Math. 8:524-531 (1956). 
An eigenvalue inequality for the product of normal matrices, Amer. 
Math. Monthly 63: 173- 174 (1956). 
Qn the mtiw.w principle of Ky Fan (with B. Moyls), Canad. J. Math. 
9:313-320 (1957). 
Inequalities for symmetric functions and Hermitian matrices (with L. 
Lopes), Canad. J. Math. 9:304-312. 
A note on symmetric functions of eigenvalues (with R. G. Thompson), 
D.&e Math. J. 24:97-99 (1957). 
A note on the values of a quadratic form, J. Wash. Acad. Sci. 47:97-99 
(1957). 
Some extreme value results for indefinite Hermitian matrices I (with B. 
Moyls and R. Westwick), Zj.iwis J. Math. 1:449-457 (1957). 
Qn subdeterminants of doubly stochastic matrices, IZZinois J. Math. 
1:583-590 (1957). 
A determinantal inequality of H. I?. Robertson II, J. Wash. Acad. Sci. 
47:264-266 (1957). 
Maximum and minimum values for the elementary symmetric functions 
of Hermitian forms (with B. Moyls), J. London Math. Sot. 32:375-377 
(1957). 
Convex functions of quadratic forms, Dz.&eJ. Math. 24:321-326 (1957). 
Some extreme value results for indefini;e Hermitian matrices II (with 
oyls and R. Westwick), Illinois J. Math. 2:408-414 (1958). 
On a determinantal inequality, Amer. Math. Monthly 65:266-268 
(1958). 
0n doubly stochastic transforms of a vector, Quart. J. Math. oxford 
2:74-80 (1958). 
On the minimum of th rmanent of a doubly stochastic matrix (with 
th. 26:61-72 (1959). 
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Linear transformations on algebras of matrices (with B. Moyls), ~a&. 
J. Math. 11:61-66 (1959). 
All linear operators leaving the unitary group invariant, Duke J. ~gath. 
26: 155-163 (1959)). 
Extremal properties of Hermitian matrices II (with 
Westwick), Canad. J. Math. II:379-382 (1959). 
Linear transformations on algebras of matrices II (with R. 
Canad. J. Math. 11:383-396 (1959). 
A note on the Hadamard product (with N. I&an), Canad. &Math. Bun. 
2:81-83 (1959). 
Transformations on tensor product spaces (with B. Moyls), Pr.zc$c J. 
Math. 9:1215-1221(1959). 
Diagonals of doubly stochastic matrices (with R. Ree), Quart. J. Math. 
Ox&x-d 10:296-302 (1959). 
On matrix commutators (with N. Khan), Can&. J. Math. 12:269-277 
(1960). 
Space of k-commutative matrices (with N. Khan), J. &s. Nat. Bur. 
Standards 64B:51-54 (1960). 
Some properties and applications of doubly stochastic matrices, Amer. 
Math. MonthZy 67:215-220 (1960). 
A note on a group defined by a quadratic form (with N. Khan), Canad. 
Math. Bull. 3:143-148 (1960). 
Linear maps on skew-symmetric matrices; the invariance of elementary 
symmetric functions (with R. Westwick), Pacific J. n4ath. 10:917-924 
(1960). 
The maximum number of equal non-zero subdeterminants (with II. 
Mine), Arch. Math. (BaseZ) 11:95-100 (1960). 
Permanents of doubly stochastic matrices (with M. Newman), in Pruc. 
Sympos. Appl. Math. 10, Amer. Math. Sot., 1960. 
On a commutator result of Taussky and Zassenhaus (with N. Khan), 
Pacijc]. Math. 10~1337-1346 (1960). 
On a theorem of I. Schur concerning matrix transformations (with F. 
May), Arch. Math. 11:401-404 (1960). 
On the unitary completion of a matrix (with P. Greiner), I&wis 1. 
Math. 5152-158 (1961). 
Some generalizations of Kantorovich’s inequality (with X. 
tugal. Math. 20:33-38 (1961). 
Another extension of I-Ieinz’s inequality, J. Bees. Npt. Bw. St~~?-~ 
65B:129-130 (1961). 
A note on normal matrices (with N. I&an), Cmad. ath. UK 
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den), Proc. Amer. 
r of matrices with positive roots (with 
fies. Nat. Bur. Standards 65:13-14 
(1961). 
47 The permanent function as an inner product (with M. Newman), BuK 
AKWT. Math. Sot. 67:223-224 (1961). 
48 comparison theorems for symmetric functions of characteristic roots, J. 
WCS. Nat. Bur. Standards 65:113-l 16 (1961). 
49 Some results on non-negative matrices (with H. Mint and Es. Moyls), Je 
Res. Nat. Bur. Standards 65:205-209 (1961). 
50 On the relation between the determinant and the permanent (with H. 
Mint), IlEinois J* Math. 5:376-381 (1961). 
51 The sum of the elements of the powers of a matrix (with M. Newman), 
Pacific J. %&L 12:627-635 (1962). 
52 Some results on doubly stochastic matrices (with H. Mint), Proc. 
Arne;r. Math. Sot. 13:571-579 (1962). 
53 An inequality connecting the p-condition number and the determinant, 
IVumm. Math. 4:350-353 (1962). 
54 Linear operations on mai~lces, Amr. Math. Monthly 69:837-$47 
(1962). 
55 The maximum number of zeros on the powers of an indecomposable 
matrix (with F. May), Duke Math J. 29:581-588 (1962). 
56 The permanent function (with F. May), Canad. J. Math. 14:177-189 
(1962). 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
3 
anent preservers on the space of doubly stochastic matrices (with 
inc), Canad. J. Math. 14:190-194 (1962). 
near mechanical systems, Canad. Math. Bull. 5:253-257 
(1962). 
s of tensors (with 
nc), Trans. Amer. 
rmitian forms and eigenvahres, in Suruey of Numerical Analysis (J. 
ill, 1962, pp. 198-313. 
th. 76:47-62 (11962). 
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quality in certain inequalities (with A. Cayford), Pa+ 
2: 1319- 1329 (1963). 
The field of values of the adamard product (with 
Archits. th. (Basel) 14:283-288 (1963). 
Solution to advanced problem 5805: Rank of a ma 
Monthly 70:337 (1963). 
The permanent analogue of the adamard determinant heorem, Bull. 
Amer. Muth. Sot. 69:494-496 (1963). 
Generalizations of some combinatorial inequalities of 
W. R. Gordon), Illinois J. Math. 7:582-592 (1963). 
Compound matrix equations (with A. Yaqub), Portugal. 
22:143-151 (1963). 
The Hadamard theorem for permanents, Proc. Amer. Math. Sot. 
15:967-973 (1964). 
The minimal polynomial of a commutator, Portugal. Math. 25173-76 
(1964). 
Compounds of skew-symmetric matrices (with A. Yaqub), Canad. J. 
Math. 16:473-478 (1964). 
Inequalities for subpermanents (with W. R. Gordon), Illinois J. Mcth. 
81607-614 (1964). 
The use of multilinear algebra for proving matrix inequalities, in 
Proceedings of the Conference on Matrix Theory, Univ. of Wisconsin 
Press, Madison, 1964. 
Inequalities for mappings on spaces of skew-symmetric tensors (with 
W. R. Gordon), Duke Math. 1. 31:691-696 (1964). 
Inequalities for general matrix functions (with H. Mint), Bull. Amer. 
Math. Sot. 70:308-313 (1964). 
On two classical results of I. Schur, Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 70:685-688 
(1964). 
Permanents (with H. Mint), Amer. Math. Monthly 72:577-591(1965). 
Diagonal. products in doubly stochastic matrices (with 
J. Math. Oxford 16:32-34 (1965). 
Generalized functions of symmetric matrices (with 
r. Math. Sot. 16:826-830 (1965). 
&.-ix applications of a qua 
metrized tensors, Bull. Amer. 
ub-determinant ine 
amack’s and Weyl’s inequahties, Proc. Amer. 
inc), Trans. Amer. th. Sot. 
ath. Sot. 17:226-231 
I.&~-S&warz ixlequahty in the exterior algebra, Quart. J Math. 
Oxjid 17:61-63 (1966). 
88 rmanental inequality-the case of equality (with inc), Canad. 
ath. 18: 1085- 1090 (1966). 
$9 An inequality for the elementary symmetric functions of characteristic 
roots (with EL Mint), Pro@. Amer. Math. SOC. 17:510-514 (1966). 
90 Gn a classical commutator result (with R. C. Thompson), J. Math. and 
Mech. 16:583-588 (1966). 
91 Permutations on symmetry classes (with M. Mint), J. Algebra 15:59-71 
(1967). 
92 Lengths of tensors, in Inequalities, Academic, New Ycrk, 1967, pp. 
163-U-6‘ 
93 oubly stochastic associated matrices (with M. Newman), Duke J. 
Math. 34:591-597 (1967). 
94 Some inequalities for combinatorial matrix functions (with G. W. 
Soules), J. Combin. Theory 2:145-l63 (1967). 
95 An inequality for linear transformations, Proc. Amer. Math. Sot. 
l&793-797 (1967). 
96 On a conjecture of B. L. Van der Waerden (with H. Mint), Proc. 
Cornbridge Philos. Sot. 63:305-309 (1967). 
97 A theorem on rank with ions to mappings on symmetry classes 
Sot. 73:675-677 (1967). 
98 A. Brualdi and M. Newman (with S. 
-1067 (1968). 
99 Extensions of th nkowski inequality (with S. Pierce), Linear Alge- 
100 xtensions of classical matrix inequalities (with . Mint), Linear 
Algebra A$. 1:421-444 (1968). 
lementary divisors of associated transformations (with S. Pierce), 
th. J. 36:343-352 
ath. Sot. 44:11&-120 (1969). 
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~~~~~u~~it~~s for matrix functions of ~ornbi~ato~a~ interest, 
Appl. Math. 17: lO23- 1031 (1969). 
Spectral properties of higher d~~vations on s~rn~t~ cl[asses of ten- 
sors, Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 75:1303-1307 (1969). 
Sohrtion to advanced ~~ob~~rn 63-2, SCAN Reu., 19 
A generalization of the unitary group (with W. 
Algebra Appl. 3~225-247 (1970). 
Inequalities for submatrices, in Inequalities--G (proceedings of the 
Second Symposium on Inequalities, U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado, 
14-22 Aug. 49671, Academic, New York, 1970, pp. 223-240. 
Some results on unitary matrix groups (with M. Newman), linear 
Allegro Asps. 3:173---178 (1970). 
An analysis of equality in certain matrix inequalities I (with W. R. 
Gordon), Panic J. Math. 34:4O7-413 (197O). 
The structure of bases in tensor spaces (with W. R. Cordon), Amer. J. 
Math. 92~623-640 (1970). 
Inequalities for matrix functions of combinato~~ interest, in Studies in 
Combinatorics (a collection of papers presented by invitation at the 
S~posium on ~ombinato~a~ mathematics sponsored by the Office of 
Naval Wesearch, Philadelphia, 19701, Stud. Appl. Math. 4, North-Hol- 
land, pp. 46-54. 
Partitioned Hermitian matrices (with W. Watkins), Duke Math. J. 
S:237-249 (1971). 
On the degree of the minimal polynomial of a commutator operator 
(with %I. §. Ah), Paci$c J. Math. 37:561-565 (1971). 
An ‘extension of the ~inko~~ d~te~inant theorem (with W. R. 
Gordon), Proc. Edin.burgh Math. Sot. 17:321-324 (1971). 
Linear ~ransfo~ations on matrices, J. Res. Math. Sci. Sect. Nat. Bw. 
Standards 75B: 107-l 13 (1971). 
Antiderivations on the exterior and symmetric algebras (With R. 
Linear Algebra Appl. 5:13-H (1972). 
A dimension inequality for mu&linear functio 
(procee~ngs of the Third S~posium on Ineq 
nia, Los Angeles, l-9 Sept. 19691, Academic, New York, 197 
217-224. 
An analysis of equality in certain matrix inequahties HI 
Gordon), Safe J. Numb. A~~~. ~:~30-~36 ~~972~. 
An ~~equa~~~ for Schur functions (with inc), Linear Algeria 
5: 19-28 (1972). 
16 ROBERT CRONE 
126 On projections in the symmetric power space (with W. R. Gordon), 
natsh. ath. 76: 130- 134 (1972). 
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